Taylor Schilling flashes her infinity rib-cage tattoo in red paint-splattered gown to present at CNN Heroes tribute in NYC

Orange Is the New Black's Taylor Schilling flashed her infinity rib-cage tattoo at CNN Heroes: An All-Star Tribute in Manhattan on Tuesday evening.

Stylist Penny Lovell dressed the 31-year-old Emmy nominee in a red silky sleeveless gown featuring Jackson Pollock-style paint splatter.

The Overnight actress - who served as presenter - paired her patterned frock with a single black cuff and matching boxy clutch.

*Scroll down for video*
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Taylor's short curly bob was coiffed by Harry Josh and make-up artist Hung Vanngo applied her grey smoky eyes and glossy nude lips.

The two-time Golden Globe nominee will next reprise her panty-smuggling entrepreneur character Piper Chapman in the 13-episode fourth season of OITNB, which drops next June on Netflix.
The binge-watching favourite - created by Jenji Kohan (Weeds) - is based on the 2010 memoir by Piper Kerman, who was sentenced to 15 months for transporting drug money for her lesbian lover.
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Lady in red: Stylist Penny Lovell dressed the 31-year-old Emmy nominee in a red silky sleeveless gown featuring Jackson Pollock-style paint splatter

Khloe Kardashian comments on The Kardashians finale that showed her reacting to Tristan Thompson's cheating: 'We all deserve forgiveness'

Amber Heard releases 'years' of therapist's notes that she says PROVE she was abused by Johnny Depp in sneak peek of her Dateline interview

Orange Is the New Black star Yael Stone cradles her baby bump as she shows off her unusual sleepwear-inspired ensemble at the premiere of Blaze at Sydney Film Festival

Emma Thompson, 63, reveals she drew circles around parts of her body she doesn't like with Good Luck to You, Leo Grande co-stars ahead of nude scenes

Bon Jovi sings happy birthday to Paul McCartney during his New Jersey concert before handing him balloons on stage ahead of him turning 80

5 Seconds of Summer belt out their hits as they perform at The Hollywood Palladium on their Take My Hand tour

EXCLUSIVE How Aussie café was exposed for LYING about Kim Kardashian being in Australia with Pete Davidson - even though she hasn't been Down Under in years

Venus Williams rocks a sleek black dress at the Los Angeles Dodgers Foundation Annual Blue Diamond Gala at Dodger Stadium

EXCLUSIVE Katy Perry cuts a chic figure in a white frock and sun hat as she enjoys a spot of shopping after jetting into Australia

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-3323124/Taylor-Schilling-flashes-infinity-rib-cage-tattoo-red-paint-splattered-gown-present-CNN-Heroes...
Blonde ambition: The Overnight actress - who served as presenter - paired her patterned frock with a single black cuff and matching boxy clutch.
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Glam squad: Taylor's short curly bob was coiffed by Harry Josh and make-up artist Hung Vanngo applied her grey smoky eyes and glossy nude lips

Schilling's co-stars Lea DeLaria and Jackie Cruz - who plays Flaca and Big Boo, respectively - have been promoted to series regulars this season.

And according to Deadline, Jolene Purdy, Kelly Karbacz, Brad William Henke, Mike Houston, and Shannon Esper will become the newcomers to Litchfield Penitentiary.

Once inside the sit-down affair, Taylor posed with an ex-con who happened to be one of the night's esteemed heroes - Time for Change Foundation founder Kim Carter.
Drops next June on Netflix! The two-time Golden Globe nominee will next reprise her panty-smuggling entrepreneur character Piper Chapman in the 13-episode fourth season of OITNB.
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Filming season four: Jolene Purdy, Kelly Karbacz, Brad William Henke, Mike Houston, and Shannon Esper (none pictured) will become the newcomers to Litchfield Penitentiary

The girls are back in season 3 of Orange Is the New Black

- Ben Affleck gets a caffeine boost from an iced latte before directing a scene for untitled Nike film with co-star Matt Damon in LA
- Noel Clarke is seen for the first time since revealing he had considered suicide when more than 20 women accused him of sex offences
- Demi Moore, 59, goes Instagram official with chef boyfriend Daniel Humm, 46, in sweet loved up snaps from Paris
- 'One quarter century down:' Leonardo DiCaprio's girlfriend Camila Morrone shares a smiling selfie from Minnesota on her 25th birthday
- Andy Garcia reveals it was love at first sight with wife of 39 years Marivi and PROPOSED to her the night they met: 'It was a thunderbolt'
- Levi's launderette model Nick Kamen left £1.6 million in his estate while his partner Lucinda Cary is named 'life tenant' of their flat after his death
- Ezra Miller is hit with fresh restraining order 'after pressing up against nonbinary child, 12, accusing youngster's mom of being a witch and brandishing a gun'
- Chris Rock and Dwayne Johnson both approached by The Academy to host the 95th Oscars... though Rock turned down the offer
- 'Looks like I've had a Brazilian butt lift!' These leggings are designed to make your booty pop and they're now reduced on Amazon to $14.89 - that's less than half price
- 'I called Kate a p***k, did a flying kick at her, then ran off down a motorway': Pete Doherty recalls shock row with Kate Moss during rocky romance

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-3323124/Taylor-Schilling-flashes-infinity-rib-cage-tattoo-red-paint-splattered-gown-present-CNN-Heroes...
Former crack-addicted prostitute: Once inside the sit-down affair, Taylor posed with an ex-con who happened to be one of the night’s esteemed heroes - Time for Change Foundation founder Kim Carter (L)

Also joining the Boston-born blonde on the red carpet of the American Museum of Natural History was a conservatively-dressed Sharon Stone.

As always, the Oscar nominee easily defied her 57 years in her bedazzled V-neck jumper over a white blouse and black trousers.

The Agent X actress posed with SEW Branded’s CEO and CCO Scott Woodward rocking a teal suit that matched his baby blues.
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Wintry jumper: Also joining the Boston-born blonde on the red carpet of the American Museum of Natural History was a conservatively-dressed Sharon Stone

Rita Wilson walks red carpet solo at NYC event after husband Tom Hanks protected her from aggressive fan

Lea Michele said to be in running to replace Beanie Feldstein as Fanny Brice in Broadway’s Funny Girl after she abruptly stepped down from role

Alessandra Ambrosio flaunts her toned midriff in a cherry red sports bra and leggings as she shows off her stretches during barre session Model physique

Inside Kim Kardashian and Pete Davidson’s tropical island getaway in Tahiti... as her trip to Australia is exposed as a HOAX

Annie Lennox sports a camouflage ‘global feminist’ jumpsuit as she joins Eurythmics bandmate Dave Stewart at the Songwriters Hall of Fame gala

Aziz Ansari and Swedish scientist Serena Skov Campbell wed in Tuscany, Italy in front of 120 guests including Riz Ahmed

Stan’s blockbuster hit comedy-drama Hacks is renewed for a third season after critical acclaim for second series: ‘Doesn’t miss a beat’

Molly Shannon reflects on aging in Hollywood while Selena Gomez and Amy Schumer make X-rated jokes during round-table interview

Beat the traffic and save thousands on gas! Walmart has reduced the cost of the Evercross Electric Scooter by $160 - and it can travel at speeds of 20 miles per hour

Garcelle Beauvais reveals she ‘ran out’ of Bill Cosby’s house after he served her shot of alcohol in the 1980s: ‘I just didn’t feel right’

Teen Mom’s Cory Wharton welcomes
Bundled: As always, the Oscar nominee easily defied her 57 years in her bedazzled V-neck jumper over a white blouse and black trousers
Peace out: Sharon smiled as she showed a peace sign at the event
New beau? The Agent X actress posed with SEW Branded’s CEO and CCO Scott Woodward rocking a teal suit that matched his baby blues.
Speaking of evergreen stars, Kathy Griffin appeared to be having the most fun at CNN Heroes playfully perching on Stone's lap.

The 55-year-old comedian and Sharon also made sure to greet fellow presenter, Chris North best known for his Mr. Big role in HBO's Sex and the City.

Kathy showcased her taut 5ft3in frame and her cleavage in a chocolate mermaid-style gown.
Mr. Big! The 55-year-old comedian and Sharon also made sure to greet fellow presenter, Chris North best known for his role in HBO's Sex and the City.
Still fierce at 55! Kathy showcased her taut 5ft3in frame and her cleavage in a chocolate mermaid-style gown.
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Sandwich! The two-time Emmy winner later joined her co-presenters Kelly Ripa and Anderson Cooper inside the glitzy gala

Romeo Beckham goes shirtless under a fur coat and sports a gold manicure to front Yves Saint Laurent's latest fashion campaign

Kim Kardashian's former friend Larsa Pippen, 47, who is now a Real Housewife shows off her sensational bikini body on board a luxury yacht

Anything Kim can do... Braless Kendall Jenner, 26, wows in a sexy leather cut-out dress before hitting the road in pink latex hot pants

Beyonce is BACK! 'Evolving' superstar wears revealing gold hooded gown before slipping into leather to ride a motorbike as she marks return following six-year hiatus

Kate means business! Duchess looks smart in a pink $2,400 Alexander McQueen suit as she hosts a roundtable with ministers to discuss on early years research

Behind the scenes of Beyonce's Vogue shoot: 'Relaxed' singer arrived on set fresh from the school run and tucked into ribs, cream corn and mash

Sean Penn, 61, enjoys another reunion with ex Leila George, 30, for dinner in LA... just seven weeks after finalizing their divorce after one year of marriage

Pregnant Leona Lewis cradles her baby bump on a casual stroll after revealing she's still battling morning sickness in her third trimester

'This is TERRIFYING... How did they make Ryan Gosling not hot? ’ Twitter goes wild over hunk’s ‘horrendous’ transformation into Ken for Barbie role
Lily Allen cuts a casual figure in a grey vest and jeans as she steps out in New York with her daughter Marnie, 9; The singer, 37, and her youngest child held hands.

"It was too much for me": Demi Rose reveals she binged on vodka and took antidepressants after being bullied aged 15.

Doctor Who SPOILER: David Tennant and Catherine Tate resume filming for the show's 60th Anniversary after reprising their roles.

"Victoria was the first to say "what was I doing?"": David Beckham admits THAT 2006 World Cup event went "too far" after they stole the spotlight with their designer looks.

"Wear a condom, get a vasectomy or don't f**k random people!": Khloe Kardashian unleashes her fury over Tristan Thompson's secret baby.

Jennifer Aniston reunites with The Morning Show co-star Reese Witherspoon... after backlash for claiming Hollywood is full of people 'famous for doing nothing'.

Riverdale actor, 24, who shot and killed his mother as she played piano says he carried out murder to spare her having to witness his plot to assassinate Justin Trudeau.

EXCLUSIVE Still got it! Matthew McConaughey, 52, flaunts muscles on beach in Greece with wife Camila Alves days after calling for gun control at White House.

Introducing Mr BDE! Kim Kardashian welcomes Pete Davidson to the reality TV world as they exchange X-rated jokes about her vagina.

'I'm so proud, baby girl!': Jessica Alba gushes over lookalike daughter Honor, 14, as she graduates middle school.

On the stage: Anderson held a furry friend while talking onstage.

Loves teasing the silver fox: Griffin is known to strip down to her lacy bra as she co-hosts CNN's New Year's Eve special with the giggly 48-year-old newsmen.
The two-time Emmy winner later joined her co-presenters Kelly Ripa and Anderson Cooper inside the glitzy gala.

Griffin is known to strip down to her lacy bra as she co-hosts CNN’s New Year’s Eve special with the giggly 48-year-old newsman.

The seven-time Emmy winner served as host for the ninth annual ceremony honouring ‘everyday people making extraordinary contributions,’ which airs December 6.
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Airing December 6 on CNN! The seven-time Emmy winner served as host for the ninth annual ceremony honouring 'everyday people making extraordinary contributions'
Skinny Minnie: 45-year-old Ripa - who hosts Live! With Kelly and Michael - looked ultra-skinny in her black jumpsuit featuring an embroidered bib.
Date night: The four-time Emmy winner posed with her handsome husband of 19 years Mark Consuelos, with whom she has three children - Michael, 18, Lola, 14, and Joaquin, 12.
45-year-old Ripa - who hosts Live! With Kelly and Michael - looked ultra-skinny in her black jumpsuit featuring an embroidered bib.

The four-time Emmy winner posed with her handsome husband of 19 years Mark Consuelos, with whom she has three children - Michael, 18, Lola, 14, and Joaquin, 12.

Another celebrity presenter was Star Trek’s Zachary Quinto, who honoured a hero of the homeless - Operation Safety Net founder Dr. Jim Withers.
Congrats! Another celebrity presenter was Star Trek's Zachary Quinto (R), who honoured a hero of the homeless - Operation Safety Net founder Dr. Jim Withers.
Retro beauty: One of the night's performers Andra Day was there in a forties-inspired blue bandana and massive gold-hoop earrings to belt her song, Rise Up
Hit the stage: Also presenting were Nickelodeon starlet Victoria Justice clad in orange and Best Time Ever host Neil Patrick Harris in a navy suit.

Neil Patrick Harris
@ActuallyNPH

I had the great honor of presenting one of the @CNNHeroes Awards tonight. So inspiring, empowering, amazing. Please watch and support.
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One of the night's performers Andra Day was there in a forties-inspired blue bandana and massive gold-hoop earrings to belt her song, Rise Up.
Also presenting were Nickelodeon starlet Victoria Justice clad in orange and Best Time Ever host Neil Patrick Harris in a navy suit.

CNN crowned BlinkNow Foundation founder Maggie Doyne their 2015 Hero of the Year and she received a $100K prize for her orphanage in Nepal.
Champion! CNN crowned BlinkNow Foundation founder Maggie Doyne their 2015 Hero of the Year and she received a $100K prize for her orphanage in Nepal.
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Sharon Osbourne reveals Ozzy is 'on the road to recovery' after undergoing spinal surgery that could 'determine the rest of his life'

'He wants me to go to jail': Alice Evans claims Ioan Gruffudd is 'chasing Johnny Depp-style fame' and she's 'running out of money to feed the kids'

Penelope Cruz flaunts cleavage in Chanel gown for Official Competition screening in NYC... after revealing how motherhood changed her acting

Simon Cowell is left 'terrified' after stunt act Blade 2 Blade launch knives within inches of his head in dangerous America's Got Talent audition

'Madonna fell THREE times and Selena Gomez TWICE!' Britney hilariously reveals she couldn't stop slipping on rose petals during her wedding reception

Kate Bush shares her joy as her 1985 hit Running Up That Hill climbs into top five in the US charts after track featured in Stranger Things

Julia Fox puts on a VERY racy display in a sheer black dress with matching leather lingerie as she attends UPORN bash in NYC

Doctor Who SPOILER: Neil Patrick Harris is seen on set for the first time after joining the cast as a mystery villain - as he joins David Tennant and Catherine Tate

Jessica Chastain is radiant as she slips into a black sleeveless gown with a white satin tie for The Forgiven premiere during 2022
The honorees: Anderson joined the 20015 CNN Heroes as they gathered on the stage.
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MOST WATCHED NEWS VIDEOS

Cops: Pregnant woman beheaded while family
Motorist gets huge fine for passing a cyclist too
Amazon driver gets lorry stuck down tight
Parker the Shih Tzu's incredible recovery

Gymnastics abuse victim: I would give up my medal
Zelensky and Macron share awkward hold
10-year-old boy is rescued from well in Utah
Defence Secretary insists weapons will reach Ukraine
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